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CHARLES WESLEY, RICHARD SWANWICK, 
AND THE POLITICAL/POETICAL IMAGINATION 

SAMUEL J. ROGAL 

The specific personal and historical relationships between Charles Wesley, 
the high poetic priest of 18th-century British Wesleyan Methodism, and a rela
tively minor British Army officer by the name of Richard Swanwick (fl.1770-
1790) do notalways come forth clearly, since the sketchy evidence gives.rise to 
certain degrees of speculation. Nevertheless, Swanwick himself has functioned 
(and will continue to function) as a significant example of an aspect of Wesley's 
political persuasion and poetic expression that not all scholars qf 18th-century .,,, 
Methodism-particularly those who have committed themselves theologically 
to that denomination-have been eager to discuss. Although adherents to reli
gious organizations usually attempt to place their founders and leaders under the 
brightest possible lights, one cannot always avoid certain shadows cast by his
torical and biographical reality. 

That Swan wick and Wesley actually knew each other can be easily substan
tiated, as well as can be the probability of the former' s positive attitudes toward 
Methodist doctrines and Methodist practices. Thus, writing to his only surviving 
daughter, Sarah (Sally) Wesley the younger (1759-1828), from Blackheath, Lon
don, on July 17, 1783, Wesley began, "I have just come with your particular 
friend and admirer, Captain Swanwick, from that most amiable of men, Lord 
Dartmouth [William Legge, second Earl of Dartmouth (l 731~1801)]." 1 Sally 
Wesley, at the time of that letter, would have been twenty-three years ofage and, 
seemingly, prime for matrimonial pickings, and thus questions arise: Did a rela
tionship between Swanwick and Sarah Wesley actually exist? Tf so, was that 
relationship romantic or simply friendly? Or, was Charles Wesley (who as we 
know, could.not keep his fingers out of others' marriages) attempting to promote 
a permanent c~nnection between the two of them? 

A second link between Swanwick and Charles Wesley's family emerges in 
the person of the landscape and portrait painter John Russell ( 17 45-:-1806), whom 
Charles Wesley had converted to Methodism in September 1764. Indeed, se".'en
teen-year-old Sally Wesley had spent a portion of her time visiting at the Russell 
home in Guildford, Surrey, in 1777. That fact lies meaningless to the general 
discussion until one learns, from Charles Wesley's unpublished poem, "Written 
under the Picture of Captain Richard Swanwick," that Russell had painted 
Swanwick's portrait. The problem focuses upon when the artist had wielded his 

1 The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, A.M. Sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford, ed. 
Thomas Jackson, 2 vols. (London: John Mason, 1849; rpt. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book 
House, 1980), 2:282. 
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brush or crayon. If, somehow one could determine that Russell had painted 
Swan wick's portrait in 1777, then there may well arise a basis for identifying the 
beginning of a relationship between Richard Swanwick and Sarah Wesley the 
younger. ''I greatly miss you here, wrote Charles Wesley to his daughter from 
London on October 11, 1777, ''yet comfort myself with the thought that you are 
happy in your friends at Guildford."2 Could Richard Swanwick have numbered 
among those ''friends''? Or, perhaps, one could look back to October 1771, when 
twelve-year-old Sarah and five-year-old Samuel Wesley (1766-1837) the youngest 
visited with Russell, the artist then painting an oil portrait of the boy. 3 Could 
Sarah Wesley have met Swanwick then? Unfortunately, too much of the prob
lem belongs to the file labeled "Wishful Thinking." The actual fact of the matter 
reveals that Sally Wesley never married. "Sarah Wesley," writes one of Charles 
Wesley's biographers, John Telford, "is said to have been very pretty as a child, 
but she lost her beauty through a severe attack of small-pox . . Her father rejoiced 
that a strong temptation was thus removed from the girl's path."4 Writing in 
1900, Telford conveyed the impression that he had something to hide; but, as we 
have learned from John Wesley's relationship with Grace Murray in 1749 at 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne and his union with Mrs. Mary Vazeille in 1751, Charles 
Wesley opposed almost everyone's marriage but his own! 

Obscured even deeper in the biographical-historical fog than the Richard 
Swanwick-Sally Wesley relationship lie the actualities of Swanwick's role in 
history-particularly as concerns England's war with, and loss of, thirteen of 
her North American colonies. Again, Charles Wesley supplied the principal motive 
for inquiry through his inferences, illusions, and outright vitriolic remarks found 
in three pieces of his verse unpublished during his lifetime: ( 1) ''The Passage of 
the Schuylkill"; (2) lines "Written under the Picture of Captain Richard 
Swanwick"; (3) "Another" (constituting the second part of "Written under the 
Picture"). Before looking to those pieces, however, one should allow fora brief 
respite to recall and survey the specifics of the historical background of the single 
incident in which Charles Wesley info1ms us (most likely from reading newspa
per accounts and/or listening to word-of-mouth reports) that Swan wick played a 
role. 

The months of August and September had not been particularly gratifying 
for the American colonists and their military efforts against the British-.although 
General John Burgoyne (1722,_ l 792) had been defeated by the American Gen
eral Daniel Morgan (1726-1802) at the first battle of Saratoga, New York, on 
September 19, 1777. Nevertheless, General William Howe (1729-1814) had 
landed at Chesapeake Bay with 15,000 British troops on August 25, 1777. Then 
followed a series of key British victories: Howe's defeat of the army of George 
Washington (1732-1799) at Brandywine Creek, Chadd's Ferd, Pennsylvania, 

2Joumal, ed. Jackson, 2:276. 
3Bryan s Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Painters and Engravers, ed. George C. Williamson, 
5 vols. (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1930), 4:303; J, J. Foster, A Dictionary of Painters and 
Miniatures, ed. Ethel M. Foster (London: Philip Allan and Company, Ltd., 1926), 262. 
4John Telford, TheLife of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A., Sometime Student of Cltrist Church, Ox
ford (London: Wesleyan Methodist Book Room, 1900), 266. 
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on Septe1nber 9-11, 1777; Howe's ambush of the forces of "Mad" Anthony 
Wayne (17 45-1796) at Paoli, Pennsylvania, on September 21, 1777; Howe's 
occupation of Philadelphia on Septe1nber 26, 1777. In addition, the Continental 
Congress had to flee from its seat at Philadelphia on September 19, 1777, estab
lishing its new house of government at Lancaster, Pennsylvania; on September 
30, 1777, that body removed from Lancaster to York (a decidedly symbolic move 
recognized by those who remember their Shakespeare).5 

In the final week of September 1777, Washington had received word that 
Howe had divided his army into two groups: (1) the garrison under Lord Charles 
Cornwallis ( 173 8-1805) at Philadelphia and (2) the main force of nine thousand 
men situated in and around Germantown, (at that time) five miles to the north of 
the city limits. Washington's army had been reinforced by eight thousand Conti
nentals and three thousand militia, and thus he formulated a plan for an attack on 
Germantown that, supposedly, would lead to an assault upon Cornwallis's force 
at Philadelphia. By October 2, the American commander had moved his troops 
fifteen miles from Germantown; Howe became aware of Wasfiington's pres
ence, but he thought that, following the Americans' recent defeat at Brandywine, 
they did not possess the capability of a serious attack against him. Washington 
began his advance upon Germantown at 7:00 pm, October 3, 1777; the British 
outposts had reported the advance at 3:00 am, October 4, but poor weather and 
the condition of the ill-clad American troops prevented him from reaching Chest
nut Hill, on the northern fringe of the town, until dawn. N eve1iheless, the American 
attack went forward and appeared to be progressing nicely when a heavy fog 
spread itself upon the scene, reducing the visibility to thirty yards-hampering 
or abetting both sides, depending upon the nature of the ground over which the 
men traversed. Washington's three columns moved forward steadily, and half
way through the engagement, the American commander determined that their 
advance had proceeded to the crossroads behind Howe's main encampment. Even 
though he could not see, the sounds of musket-fire indicated that his main force, 
commanded by Nathaniel Greene (17 42-17 56), had advanced from his left flank 
-and had entered Howe's main ca:tnp.6 

Washington sensed victory within his grasp, assuming-again from the 
sounds of firing and shouting-Howe's troops to have been in a state of cqnfu
s1on. 

And then [in the words of James Thomas Flexner], as suddenly as a coin is 
spun, everything changed. Greene's advanced guard came bursting out of Howe's 
encampment at a run. Almost simultaneously, the sound of htmv~ firing broke 
out where it should not have been: on the American rear. The soldiers who were 
moving ahead with Washington stopped in their tracks, stood listening for a brief 

5Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., and John S. Bowman (eds.), The Almanac of American History (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1983), 127; R. Ernest Dupuy and Trevor N. Dupuy, The Compact His
tOl)' of the Revolutionmy War (New York: Hawthorne Books, 1963), 230-.239. 
6Mark Mayo Boatner, III, Encyclopedia of the American Revolution (New York: David McKay 
Company, Inc., 1963), 426-430. 
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instant, and then joined the flight of Greene's men. Washington shouted; he flailed 
at the fugitives with the flat of his sword, but all to no avail. Panic had taken over. 

After Washington had accepted the inevitable, he spent his energies in 
shepherding his troops in as orderly a manner as possible back to the encamp
ments from which they had marched the night before. Round and round in his 
mind ran puzzlement as to why ''the most flattering hopes of victory" had "turned 
into a rout." 

He was later to learn that the soldiers who had started the retreat had run out 
of ammunition. The firing at the rear, which had made the men fear they were 
being surrounded, had resulted when Greene's right blundered into the detach
ment Washington had stationed around the brick house [by the side of the road 
leading into Germantown and occupied by the British]: being unable to see 
through the mist, each group had thought the other the enemy. 7 

We now approach the main point of this discussion as it will relate to Rich
ard Swan wick Washington believed he had actually won the day at Germantown 
because of information he had received that Howe, seeing the cause lost, pre
pared to retreat from the field, taking his army across the Schuylkill River into 
Chester, Pennsylvania. Thus, only the panic ofWashington's ragged and inexpe
rienced troops had prevented the Americans' success. However, there exists no 
real evidence that Howe viewed his situation as hopeless. Admittedly, he would 
claim victory by the narrowest of margins; however, military historians have 
agreed, generally, that the deployment ofhis nine thousand seasoned troops against 
an American force ill-advisedly divided into four columns would have eventu
ally carried the battle to Howe's advantage-fog or no fog! 8 

Essentially, students of 18th-century Methodism have been told on more 
than one occasion something to the effect that ''Charles Wesley combined a deep 
interest in religion and current affairs with a remarkable facility for writing 
verse"9-qualities attributable to no less than forty major and minor poets of the 
long 18th century. Nevertheless, certain problems arise concerning (1) Wesley's 
sources for satisfying that interest in current affairs and (2) his political/poetical 
imagination that, more often than not, created what he wanted to have happen as 
opposed to what actually occurred. When considering Charles Wesley's unpub
lished, non-hymnodic verse, one must realize that political prejudice, purely and 
simply, dominated his reasoning and clouded his objectivity. In terms of the 
American Revolutionary War, which Wesley (as did the majority of hard line 
Tories) viewed as a totally illegal and immoral action on the part of British sub
jects in defiance of their nation and their sovereign (and, therefore, as an action 
against their God), the poet formed his own notion of heroes and villains, his
torical actuality or contemporary events to the contrary. In Wesley's defense, 

7James Thomas Flexner, Washington: The Indispensable Man (Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown 
and Company, 1974), 104-107. · 
8Boatner, 429-430. 
9The Unpublished Poetry of Charles Wesley, ed. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. Beckerlegge. 3 
vo.ls. (Nashville, Tennessee: Kingswood Books [Abingdon Press], 1988-1992), 1:27. 
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however, one also needs to be reminded to appreciate the word "news" within 
the context of 18th-century society. The chronological gaps between the actual 
occurrence of an event and the moment when persons three thousand miles away 
actually heard about it loomed as considerable. Thus, before individuals received 
that "news," the "reporters" had sufficient time and opportunity to filter facts 
through their own subjectivity, bias, and self-interest. With those considerations 
in mind, as well as the details of events at Germantown within the first week of 
October 1777, we may now turn our attentions to Charles Wesley's three 
"Swanwick" poems. 

At the outset, realize that Charles Wesley held little respect for those indi
viduals who commanded British troops in North America .. He believed that the 
motives and actions of the likes of Henry Clinton (173 8?-1795), Hoyve, 
Cornwallis, and Burgoyne loomed large as examples of military incompetence 
and personal idleness. In his view, those commanders cared more for their own 
safety, comfort, and profit than for the welfare of their nation. Such disdain only 
increased once the rebellious colonists won the war and gained their indepen
dence. Thus, turning initially to "The Passage of the Schuylkill," one would 
believe, from the first three stanzas of the piece, that Howe lost the battle at 
Germantown rather than having won it. Wesley begins with an immediate refer
ence to General Howe, conveying the impression that he, not Washington, held 
the superior numbers: 

The rescuer of bold Burgoine, 
The Conqueror at Brandywine 

What mortal power can stay 
Or stand against his matchless force? 
An envious stream retards his course, 

The Schulkhill stops his way. (lls.1-6)10 

Exactly what the last two lines (5-6) of the opening stanza have to do with 
the course of the battle at Germantown, particularly since Howe's headquarters 
lay more than twenty miles east of the river, remains unclear. Once again Wesley 
began the pnem with a misconception, as though Howe, from the outset of the 
engagement, had been considering retreat and/or withdrawal-a strategy 'that 
simply made no sense. The second stanza does not help to clarify the direction of 
this poem: 

Thick planted on the adverse side 
To guard the interdicted tide, 

And every ford secure, 
The thundering implements of war 
Th' impracticable passage bar, 

And make destruction sure. (lls.7-12) 

10Unpublis1zed Poetry, 1:97; all references in my text to the three "Swanwick" poems from this 
edition, 1 :97-98, 153-155. 
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Did Wesl~y me~n to imply that Washington's 11,000 troops stood on the 
east side of the Schuylkill River to block Howe's retreat, when, actually, the 
Americans had come from the north? Did the possibility exist here that, in his 
political-poetical imagination, Wesley may have been conjuring a fictitious battle, 
a mosaic comprised of fragments from several different engagements? As the 
poem continues and concludes, the reader becomes more confused when placing 
the piece beside the realities of history: 

Baffled by his inferior foes, 
Shall Howe his conquering troops expose 

To slaughter or defeat? 
He must unless some angel kind 
An unsuspected passage. find, 

Ingloriously retreat. (lls.13-18) 

Almost three centuries earlier, Shakespeare, by way of Henry Percy (Harry 
Hotspur) had proclaimed, "By heaven, methinks it were an easy leap/To pluck 
bright honour from the pale faced moon ... " (1 Henry N, 1:3:199-200). Thirty
five years after the death of Charles Wesley, Lord Byron began his grand satire 
with, 

I want a hero: an uncommon want, 
When every year and month sends forth a new one, 

Till, after cloying the gazettes with cant, 
The age discovers he is not the true one. 

(Don Juan, 1:1:1-4) 

Charles Wesley would outdistance both the glory-seeking Hotspur and the 
melancholy and defiant Romantic to gain the prize. Hotspur's long arm reached 
only to the moon; Byron would extend his search merely to the pages of newspa
pers and volurnes of literary history. Wesley had managed to fire his political/ 
poetical imagination all the way to heaven: 

That angel kind, in time of need, 
Offers himself the troops to lead, 

And t_hro' the danger guard: 
Nor prayers, nor promises cou[l]d move, 
But he that doth his country love, 

His work is his reward. 

Brought by a way they never knew, 
Army and Chief their Guide pursue; 

The secret ford is crost. 
And twice ten thousand men pass o'er, 
For loyal Swanwick goes before, 

And saves the British Host! (lls.19-30) 
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And so, Charles Wesley has his hero in Richard Swanwick, although the 
principal nlilitary historians of the Revolutionary War have either ignored him 
or have failed to uncover his existence. 

Two references in "The Passage of the Schuylkill''-(1) "he that doth his 
country love" and (2) "loyal Swanwick"-tempt one toward an identification of 
Swan wick as an American loyalist who, after the end of the American war, settled 
in England. If that be the case, then ( 1) he could have met Sally Wesley in the 
early 1780s and (2) he could have functioned as a source for those of Wesley's 
unpublished pieces of verse focusing upon the American Revolutionary War. 
Notice, also, that in the two poe1ns "Written under the Picture of Captain Rich
ard Swanwick,'' Wesley again tags his subject with the labels "Ricardo the Loyal" 
and "Swanwick the Loyalist.'' Was Swanwick a Methodist? \Vho knows? How
ever, the phrasing of the first lines of the "Picture" poem leads one to think in 
that direction: 

An Apelles alone, as the Learned relate, 
Was suffer' d to paint Alexander the Great, 
And Ricardo the Loyal w[h]o made such a bustle 
Must sit for his picture to none but a Russell. (lls.1-4) 

The comparison between John Russell and the 4th century B.C. painter Apelles 
becomes no less absurd than placing Swanwick in the same historical closet 
with Alexander the Great! What proves interesting, of course, focuses upon 
Russell, the painter of Methodists (including Charles Wesley, in 1777), painting 
Swanwick-although certainly Russell did not confine his work to members of 
that religious organization. Was the po1irait undertaken at Charles Wesley's re-
quest? In any event, the remainder of the piece consists essentially of pure dog
gerel, worthy only of allowing one an opportunity to sample a totally unappetiz
ing and unworthy aspect of Charles Wesley's muse and craft: 

Or if West should display his historical art 
And our Hero inthrone in the River or Cart, 
They w[ oul]d tell us no more of their passing the 'Granic 
But the world w[oul]d be fill'd with the Actions of Swanwick! 11 

Chorus. 
Then exalt him for ever 
In the Cart or the River, 
Ricardo the glorious, 
And Swanwick vict01ious, 
In the Cart or the River 
Exalt him for ever! (lls. 5-14) 

11 West = the American painter Benjamin \\Test (1738-1820); River =the Schuylkill River; Cart = 
Philadelphia; 'Granic =the Granicus River, in present-day Turkey, where Alexander the Great de
feated the Persians in 334 B.C. 
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Those lines prove hardly worthy of the poet who penned one of the classics 
of Protestant hymnody, "O for a thousand tongues to sing/My dear Redeemer's 
praise! 

The second piece in the pair, "Another,'' although perhaps it begins on a 
slightly more serious note than the first one, appears no less absurd. Wesley 
opened with an epigram-

-There is a time 
When modest Virtue is by all Allow' d 
To praise itself-. 

which appears not too far removed from John Locke's notion that "Virtue is 
everywhere that which is thought praiseworthy; and nothing else but that which 
has the· allowance of public esteem is called virtue'' (An Essay Concerning Hu
man Understanding [1690], Book 2). Wesley wrote the thirty-four-line poem 
from the first person perspective, with Swanwick as the speaker. The first sec
tion will stand as a worthy representative of the sound of the piece, as well as 
convey what little sense exists throughout its entirety: 

Swanwick the Loyalist am I, 
And Loyalty with me shall die, 
The only Loyalist; I say, 
In Britain and America: 
Mongril the rest, & trimmers are, 
With me not worthy to compare; 
Nor shall they rob me of my boast, 
That I have done, and suffer' d most, 
Nor can the treasures of the Nation 
Make me sufficient Compensation. (lls.1-10) 

One quickly understands why Charles Wesley and his heirs wisely kept such 
examples of his work in manuscript. Wrapped in his political/poetical imagina~ 
tion, an imagination that literally damned the flow of his talent as a poet, Wesley 
produced little of poetic merit-mere doggerel, as it were. Indeed, based upon the 
poetic examples that appear throughout this discussion, the first name in the Gil
bert and Sullivan partnership probably never realized that his antecedents lay in 
the political mind and heart of the most prolific hymnodist of the English-speak
ing world. More significant, though, one recognizes that the almost total lack of 
artistic performance as motivated by such examples as Swanwick and his partici
pation in the battle at Germantown brings out the dark side of Charles Wesley's 
personality that one does not observe in the elevated thought, form, and language 
of the corigregational hymns (or in the overall thought and conduct of elder brother 
John). Thus, the student of 18th-century Methodism comes to realize that through
out his personal and political relationships, the younger Wesley en1braced a rigid
ity that never allowed him to appreciate or to understand the importance of intel
lectually driven flexibility when confronted by ce1tain histo1ical necessity. 


